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1
1.1

Modeling via the User Interface
Problem Statement

A production site situated in Braunschweig produces a single product. Its only customer is
located in Kassel. There are five components needed to manufacture the product which
are currently sourced from two German suppliers located in Regensburg and Ulm. A
current consideration is to change the supplier of three components (comp_1 to comp_3)
from the company in Ulm to a Chinese supplier with headquarters in Beijing. Therefore
the first goal of the study is to compare the two sourcing alternatives. The company also
has the opportunity to increase the forecasting accuracy for its product. The impact on
the supply chain will also be examined in the model.
In the following sections, an ideal type of modeling process will be run through. After we
have created a new project (database schema) and all necessary scripts have been
imported, we can begin modeling.
1.2

Login and configure the Project

1.2.1 Login
After registering an account on SimChain.net, you are ready to access the Application via
the Login Site. If you are not able to login, because the message “Too many users are
already logged in, please try again later!“ appears at the screen, then you have to
wait, till a slot is available (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Login dialog

1.2.2 Configure the Project
After a successful login, you have to configure the project you want to use. In this
tutorial, we are going to create a new demo project. To create a project, choose the
respective tab with the name „Create a new Project“:
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Figure 2 Create a new project

The attributes for the new project can be adopted from the next figure.

Figure 3 Dialog for creating a new project

The checkbox “Demo Project” must be activated, if you do not want to create a productive
Project.
The Application provides a validator, which proofs that you do not overwrite existing
Projects. If the project already exists, you are not able to create it. The information of the
existing project is shown on the right side of the layout.

1.2.3 Switch Project and/or Logout
You are able to switch your currently used project, to switch the project use the red
button at the upper right corner called “Logout”. After clicking on that button, a new
window appears.
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Figure 4 Exiting the SimChain or changing the project

You got three options now:
1. Cancel the popup window by clicking the cross on the upper right corner.
Afterwards the current project can be further edited.
2. Switching back to the Project Setup for using or creating another project (button
“back to Project Setup”).
3. Leaving the web application by clicking “Save and Exit”.

1.3

Basic tables

1.3.1 Sites
As described in the problem statement, we have to consider four sites. We can input data
about these four sites via the dialog Edit Basic Data (basic tables / sites and resources).
As no location has been set up yet, the corresponding dropdown box in the top left corner
is blank. Click button New to create a new location. After clicking on it, a further dialog
opens. Here, enter a name, the country in which the site is located (dropdown box) as
well as the geo coordinates (degree of longitude and latitude) and zip code (for later
visualization). Important is specifying the type of the site, as this cannot be changed
anymore after applying (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Create a new schema

In this example we first create the location in Braunschweig. Since the production takes
place here, we select production-/storage site as its type. After creating a location, the
original dialog is shown again and the new location can be found in the dropdown box
(Figure 6).
Please Note: The information about country, zip code, degree of longitude and latitude
can be modified at any time. If the location is of the type “site”, the list of the resources
assigned to this site is shown. In this example, we want to add a new resource (button
New). Maybe you have to switch the Tab-Window one time, till the resource window
appears at the “site”.
A list appears at the right side of the layout in which the name of the resource has to be
specified. In our example, the resource is called Montage (Figure 7).
Please Note: Sites and resources can only be deleted if they don’t appear in any
configuration table.
Now we create the additional sites. Make sure to specify correct data types for each
location:
•
•
•
•

Kassel (type Kunde / customer)
Regensburg (type Hub / plain supplier)
Ulm (type Hub / plain supplier)
Beijing (type Hub / plain supplier)
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Figure 6 Basic tables: create new locations

Figure 7 Create new resources

1.3.2 Calendar
After the installation we have already created a calendar by executing a script. However,
in our example we want a calendar that takes no days off into consideration, so we must
create a new calendar. This can be done via the menu option Edit Basic
Data/Calendar, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8 Calendar

The standard calendar is shown in the overview. By clicking on a single day in the
calendar, this day is either erased from or added to the list.
Click the button New to create a new calendar. After the creation you can specify the
name of the calendar via the Description Field, e.g. “no days off”. SimChain has
automatically loaded the new calendar and has assigned to it a new ID (number 2 in this
case). We can now access this calendar during the configuration of the locations.

1.3.3 SKUs (Stock Keeping Units)
In the next step, we create the SKUs (Menu point Edit Basic Data/SKUs). Master data
and basic structures can be entered via the dialogs SKUs and bill of materials. As there
are no SKUs yet, the list view is currently empty. Click the button new to create new
SKUs (Figure 9). After clicking accept we always return to the SKUs view. The other key
values (weight, value and description) as well as the labels (dropdown menu) can be
specified here. In our example, the final product has a value of 1000 euros and a weight
of 200 kg.
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Figure 9 Create new SKUs

Now create the components (comp_1 to comp_5) using the values given in Table 1.
Table 1 Parameterization of SKUs

Comp_1

Price
(Euro)
40

Weight
(kg)
40

Comp_2

40

40

Comp_3

60

30

Comp_4

30

60

Comp_5

30

20

Component

Now we need to create the bill of materials for Artikel_1. Therefore, select the required
SKUs from the list view and click Bill of Material…. The dialog as seen in Figure 10
allows you to assign the components to the article. By selecting an unassigned
component and clicking add or by double clicking the component, the selected
component will be moved from one list to the other.
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Figure 10 Create a new bill of material

The bill of materials is now shown in the dialog parts per SKU and rate of installation
and values can be adapted directly in the table via the Field at the bottom. After choosing
the correct part you have to accept it via the “+ (plus)” button. In our example, we
assume that we need one of each component (with an installation rate of 100%). Please
change the default data accordingly.

1.3.4 Carriers and Means of Transport
By installing the database, we have already created the script with default information
about means of transportation and load carriers. We reach the corresponding dialog by
clicking the menu item Carriers and Means of Transportation. The initial script
created the carriers Modulbox and STANDARD as well as the means of transportation
container train and truck.
For both sections, the user may create new entries, delete old ones and edit currently
selected ones. In the table below, the maximum number of load carriers per
transportation type are given. This table can be edited directly. Important Note: This view
changes, depending on whether the load carrier or transportation type is edited.
Now we create a new load carrier called Europalette, and specify that 33 of these will fit
on either a truck or a container train. The input dialog is reached via the button New.
Here, the information can be changed and is applied by clicking the button Accept
Changes, see Figure 11.
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Figure 11 Create means of transportation and load carriers

1.3.5 Information Delay
The default values for information delay are already applied by the script executed when
installing the database. An information delay always happens when orders arrive at any
location of the type site. Via the menu item Edit Basic Data/Information delay, one
can reach the relevant dialog as seen in figure 9. The specific type of information delay
can be chosen from the list view. The corresponding discreet distribution is shown on the
right. The values Duration (in days) and Probability (in percent) can be edited there. If
you hit the Return key in the last line of the table, a new line is created automatically.
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Figure 12 Information delay

For example: For the type fax, there is 95% probability of no information delay, a 3%
probability of a one day delay and a 2% probability of a two day delay before an order is
considered in the location’s internal scheduling. New types can be created in two steps, in
the same way as the load carriers, and existing ones can be deleted (click buttons New,
Delete respectively).
Important note: Deleting is only possible when the relevant option does not appear in a
configuration of any given site. It will also be checked if the individual probabilities sum up
to 100%. The current sum is shown directly in the user interface.

1.3.6 Forecast error
In this example, we assume that in 80% of all cases the forecast is too high and the
variations measured in reality are shown in Figure 13. The values can be edited directly in
the table and must be confirmed via the button Accept changes.
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Figure 13 Example of forecast error

Since in any scenario, more than one forecast quality should be examined, we create
another one right away. Therefore, we add a new type first (by clicking button New.
Here, the values can be changed as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Example of new forecast error (improved forecast)

1.3.7 Transport Relations
In this step, all transport relations have to be specified. This is achieved by the
corresponding dialog in the basic tables (Figure 15). Since there are no relations specified
yet, we create them by clicking the button New. For selection of start and arrival points,
two dropdown boxes are shown. In this example, we first create a relation between
Braunschweig and Kassel (customer). The following parameter settings should be set:
•
•
•
•

Delivery always on Mondays (capacity = 100 transports) per truck, therefore
(Cycle (Number of weeks)) = 1.
Minimum quantity start transport = 0%.
Costs per mode of transportation = 300 euros.
The transport time is exactly one day in all cases (100%).
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Figure 15 Create transport relations

Now create the transport relations between Ulm and Braunschweig and between
Regensburg and Braunschweig in the same way. The transport between Beijing and
Braunschweig takes place via the hubs Singapore and Hamburg. Therefore create these
two locations (as hubs) in the basic table first and then parameterize the relations:
•
•
•

Beijing -Singapore (container)
Singapore-Hamburg (container)
Hamburg-Braunschweig (truck)

As a result, six transport relations should now be set up. We specify the transport times
as follows: within Germany always exactly one day, from Beijing to Singapore also one
day, from Singapore to Hamburg 32 days.

1.3.8 Sourcing (Transportation Routes)
Now, based on the specified transport relations, new sourcing options have to be created
as routes via the Edit Basic Data/Sourcing. For our example several sourcing routes
have to be specified. Click the button New (Figure 16) to open the dialog. Choose
Braunschweig as the starting point.
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Figure 16 Create new sourcing options (step 1-3)

SimChain examines which transport relations with starting point Braunschweig are
available and shows the next possible destinations in the list. At the same time, a list for
the possible transport relations for each selected destination is created (Figure 17). After
selecting the only possible transport relation (please click), another dialog will appear.
Now the route is shown in the list view. The route is written to the database via the
button Save Sourcing Route.

Figure 17 Create new sourcing options (step 4-7)
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In the same way, the other necessary routes can be created. This involves direct
connections with the exception of the route from Beijing to Braunschweig (Figure 18). The
sourcing options are shown, including hubs, in the screenshot.
After this step, all basic tables are filled. In the following section the configuration tables
are handled.

Figure 18 New sourcing option for Beijing-Braunschweig with two hubs

1.4

Creating the Configuration Tables

As soon as all basic tables are created, we can begin with the parameterization of the first
scenario. At first, we create the as-is scenario in our example, which shows the situation
currently existing in reality.
1.4.1 Locations
We need the locations Kassel, Braunschweig, Ulm and Regensburg for the as-is scenario.
There are three dialogs, one for every location type. These are similarly structured and
differ only in the parameters to be specified. We begin with the production locations. You
can reach the corresponding dialog from the menu item Edit Cfg Setup/Sites.
First we rename the basic scenario as basic_as-is_scenario. This can be edited in the
comment field. We open a new window via the button New, in which all the locations of
type site are listed that are not yet assigned to the configuration. Per double click you can
add a location from the list to the configuration (Figure 19) and return to the previous view.
All others parameters now have to be specified in this dialog. Please set the values as shown
and make sure that the calendar ID number two is now chosen. This is the calendar which
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we created before. You can view the calendar by clicking the green arrow. All changes have
to be accepted as usual to become effective

Figure 19 Configuration of locations

Similarly you can now enter the customer (Kassel) in the basic scenario. For customers,
only the calendar needs to be selected. Here we choose the calendar with ID=2 again.
Follow the same steps for the hubs. For the basic_as-is scenario, only the suppliers Ulm
and Regensburg have to be selected. The parameterization is identical for both locations.
For the restocking time (section Replenishment Time), the parameters Min, Average
and Max are specified (see Figure 20). Using this data, the model creates a random
pattern for the restocking frequency during a simulation run. This way, no overtaking
during the delivery process of the same product from the same supplier can occur.
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Figure 20 Configuration of German locations of the type plain supplier

For the second scenario nothing changes concerning the locations Braunschweig and
Kassel. We need only one new configuration for the plain suppliers and hubs. We create a
new configuration (Figure 21) with the button new (at the top left). After creating a hub,
the parameters have to be set. Beijing is parameterized as shown below. The delay in
delivery is 0 days in 100% of the cases. The restocking time is parameterized with 5, 8
and 17 days.
For both hubs Hamburg and Singapore we choose the calendar with ID 2. The cycle times
are specified differently for each hub:
•
•

Singapore: Min, Average and Max are specified by 1, 2 and 3 days respectively.
Hamburg: select discreet distribution (activate checkbox!), cycle time is 1 day with 95%
probability and two days with 5% probability.

Please note that we have to create the location Regensburg once again for the second
configuration, because only the sourcing option Ulm is removed in this scenario. We have
now finished the configuration of both scenarios.
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Figure 21 Create a new configuration for the Hubs (China Sourcing)

1.4.2 SKUs
In the next step, we must select the SKUs (parts) that are to be examined. To do this, we
first open the corresponding dialog via the menu item Edit Cfg Setup/SKU(parts)
(Figure 22). This dialog is currently empty, because no SKUs have been selected yet. In
this dialog, there are three list views:
•
•
•
•

Customer Location
Assignment to Sourcing-Options
Assignment to Locations
Assignment to Resources

You can add the SKUs into the list via the button “+”(Plus). Select all necessary SKU the
changes will be automatically saved in the database. This brings us to the next dialog
interface.
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Figure 22 Configuration of SKUs – allocation change

Important note: all the data shown here is for orientation purposes only.

1.4.3 Assignment of SKUs to Sites
In the next step we assign SKUs to sites and add the corresponding parameters, by using
the menu item Edit Cfg Setup/SKU at Sites. In this view, only the planned production
or warehouse locations are shown. Currently no entries exist. We reach the corresponding
dialog via the button Add entries (Figure 23).
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Figure 23 Assignment of SKUs to Sites

In the user interface several entries can be selected. All new combinations are added
when clicking the button “OK”. Apply the settings as shown. The planning type is maketo-stock (fix) with an (average) target range of four days. The range of validity of the
parameter setting is always shown at the last level.
Important Note: if you leave the value parameter blank when creating new combinations,
the information in the basic table of SKUs is used.
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Figure 24 Allocation of SKUs to sites (example)

The settings regarding the SKUs can be changed now. However, it is also possible to
apply a changed planning type or range to all SKUs in the location. In the second
scenario, we want to improve the forecasting quality and therefore we copy the basic
configuration new. The forecast error type can be adjusted for the second configuration
(for SKU Article_1).

1.4.4 Demand
In the next step, we create a configuration for the demand. We reach the user interface
via the Edit Cfg Setup/Demand menu item. The demand is given as an annual amount
with a variation range in percent. From this, the daily amounts are derived. The demand
is specified for an SKU, which is expected from a supplier (type site!) by a customer in
one year. From this, daily quantities are derived for the simulation and forecast values
generated (according to the configuration of the assignment of SKUs to sites). We reach a
dialog via the button Add entries, which is similar to the one that assigns SKUs to sites
(Figure 25). Since we only want to generate external demand for Article_1, we have to
choose only one entry in each list view. Amount per year and Variation range are
selected and transferred to the database automatically.
A tree view for the current demands is shown in the dialog. The view can be changed by
moving the layer of an element up or down with help of the arrow buttons (e.g. moving
the customer from first to last position). Similarly, information can be provided for
subsequent years. However, in this example we will only look at a one-year period.
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Figure 25 Configuration of demand

Please note the following additional options:
•

•

By activating the checkbox Set monthly distribution, we can reach another dialog in
which the monthly values can be varied individually (fig. 23). By checking the boxes
below, the monthly values can be fixed. If the demand of one month is increased, the
remaining values are automatically lowered, so that the total annual quantity remains
the same.
By activating the checkbox Input in month table, monthly values can be edited
directly (then the annual amount is adapted accordingly).
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Figure 26 Configuration of monthly demand

1.4.5 Resources
In the basic table sites, we have created a resource Montage for site Braunschweig. Now
we must configure this resource accordingly. Click the menu item
Configuration/Resources to access the dialog. This dialog contains two configuration
types. The first one is for resource parameter management, the second one is for the
assignment of SKUs to resources.
All resources have a type. Either the production is visualised via the cycle times or capacityoriented planning is used. The second case will not be discussed in this tutorial. Depending
on the SKU, the production lot size and minimum production quantity must be specified.
Furthermore, cost rates can be parameterized for the resource (per produced SKU) as well
as for every SKU individually.
Important Note: if both fields are filled out, both of them will be used. The production
costs are then added together.
Via the button Add resource, we open the corresponding dialog shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27 Configuration of resources

First, we add the resource Montage in the basic configuration. Then we edit all settings as
shown in the picture and select the resource Montage and Article_1 in the respective list
view. The changes are saved to the database by clicking the button OK. The results of the
assignment are shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28 Configuration of resources (result)
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1.4.6 Sourcing of SKUs
In the next-to-last step, we have to assign the SKUs to the different sourcing options we
defined before in the basic tables. The menu item Edit Cfg Setup/Sourcing SKUs opens
the dialog. Both configuration types are combined in one interface: The sourcing options
and the information about SKU restocking times from (simple) suppliers. Like in the
production, the parameters Minimum order amount and Lot size - in this case for
transport - need to be specified. The selected Load carrier and the Components per
load carrier have to be specified the same way we assigned SKUs to locations before.
This represents repacking processes.
We reach a new dialog via the button Add Entries. Now we have to add all relevant
entries to our example. Select Article_1 and the Sourcing-Option Braunschweig_Kassel
and change the information as shown (Figure 29). The supplier split defines which share
of the total delivery amount a supplier has. This parameter is relevant only with quota
suppliers. The parameters for express deliveries are not relevant for our example, either.
If we accept the changes made, we return to the old view. There, each value can also be
adjusted later.

Figure 29 Configuration of assignment of SKUs to sourcing options

Komp_1 to Komp_3 can now be assigned to sourcing route Ulm_Braunschweig, Komp_4
and Komp_5 to sourcing route Regensburg_Braunschweig (fig. 26 shows the correct result
of this step in no. 3). In the tree view, the data view can be changed the same way as in
the other configurations.
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For the alternative China-sourcing, a new sourcing configuration has to be created. Create
a new configuration, select to copy configuration 1 and delete all allocations of SKUs to the
location Ulm (Delete Entry). Then create the new assignment. The result this of step
should look like that shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30 Configuration of assigning SKUs to sourcing options (2nd configuration)

Up to now we have only assigned resources and parameterised the order. The dialog
allows you to parameterize individual restocking times, too. To do this, for every
combination of sourcing route and SKU, a sub-menu Route is shown in the tree view. If
you click this, all the sites and locations along this route are shown (see also Figure 30).
If the first location on this route is of the kind hub, the assigned restocking time are
shown. The checkbox of “Set Individual Throughput and Replenishment” was activated, if
you do not activate it, this means that currently the restocking times are taken from the
specification assigned to the hubs (for Beijing 5/8/17 days).
If we click on the radio button Detail, the darker colour is removed and the three
parameters can be edited. Change the maximum WBZ for the site Beijing to 27 days for
Komp_1.
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1.4.7 Supply Planning Safety
In the last step, we have to create another configuration which defines how each sourcing
location handles the insecurities in its supply planning. For all sourcing options medium
is configured per default (see Figure 31). This means that the planner assumes an
average procurement time (and absorbs delays with the help of safety stock). This can be
changed by clicking the appropriate boxes. For our example, we will keep the default
configuration.

Figure 31 Configuration of supply planning safety

1.5

Creating Scenarios

We can now create scenarios based on the individual configurations. We have created two
configurations for the hubs and the sourcing of the SKUs and two configurations for SKUs
on sites (with different forecasting qualities). Out of this, four meaningful combinations
can be derived. To create these, we have to go the menu item Root Main Menu. Since
no scenarios have been created yet, the list of scenarios is currently empty. Besides a
description, a scenario needs a start date, a date when the first customer orders are
generated and an end date. All other information is derived from the configurations
defined earlier.
From the dropdown boxes, a combination can be defined and the new scenario can be
created or existing ones can be changed. When choosing Create new, the system checks
whether this scenario (under another description) already exists or not. If that is the case,
no new scenario is created. Our first scenario is the as-is-situation (current situation). Use
the parameters as shown in Figure 32. As can be seen in this figure, the scenario (lower
left) can be displayed in a tree structure (showing all locations and transport relations).
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Figure 32 Scenario management example of the as-is simulation

We can specify the second scenario (Sourcing-China with current forecasting
quality), as well as the two scenarios with better forecasting quality, in the same way. With
this step, the parameterization is finished for now.

1.6

Execution of Simulation Runs

There are two ways to start a simulation, either from the user interface or directly from
Plant Simulation. We will first go via the user interface. The button Edit Simulation allows
us to define the key figures of the results and specify which scenarios should be simulated
(Figure 33).
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Figure 33 Specification of simulation runs

Adjust the settings as shown. We will simulate all four scenarios and write all statistics to
the database. For the process statistics of the locations and all other statistics, monthly
values will be used. Only the SKU process statistics will be given as weekly values.
By clicking the button Start Simulation, the simulation starts and the model creation as
well as the parameterization are made automatically. Check the box Close plant
simulation after all simulation runs to automatically close Plant Simulation after the
simulation and return to the user interface.
Messages from the simulation server giving some information regarding the simulation are
shown during the run.
The menu item Show Results provide a first overview of the results.
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